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Abstract

The aim of this work is to simulate the parties rally of a small state divided
in constituency, how di�erent election methods change the �nal outcome and
how the poll may interfere with the results, in order to do that we have develop
a simulation in NetLogo.

There are di�erent set of data related to di�erent election already held as
inputs, this model not only show the dynamics of the opinions amongs the
electorate, but also try to emphasize the pros and cons of some di�erent electoral
system as First Past the Post, Proportional and Winner Takes All.

There is also a discussion about Poll's Bias, and how to estimate it.
The agents have di�erent properties that try to simulate some psychological

e�ects as herd e�ect and con�rmation bias, there is also a tentative to simulate
the fact that the people may lie to the polling �rm.
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Introduction

When you want to model society and social behavior the main issue is that you
want to represent something that usually it's uncountable, especially when you
refer to the politics, that is always a slippery �eld.
An old school approach, based on equation will be not only di�cult, but also
almost impossible to implement, so a new kind of approach that is becoming
quite classic it's ABM or Agent-Base Modeling. It is a very powerful tool but
you have to test it with real world results, and in general it's not an �deus ex
machina� .
The main aim of this work is to represent a simpli�ed political system when
each elector may cast a single vote. The simulation engine is NetLogo [1], in
this work there are some ab initio choose of input, the electorate opinion evolve
in time and it's probe by periodic polling �rm during time, and at the end
during the �election days� there are some di�erent kind of modes for electing
representatives. We will try to discuss about the polls bias and errors, and a
comparison to the electing methods show. We may expect that the polls have
an in�uence to the current results, and this is quite true as i [2] and [3] shown,
we know it's clear that the current result also depends on the last performance,
the �rst coalition/party of a country that is actually ruling will lose, in general,
consensus during time but it's really uncommon that go to zero, because the
political view of their voters, and also the memories of the last result will act
as a resistance to the fall in consensus.
There is a famous psychological e�ect called �Bandwagon e�ect� [4] where when
a party win, the polls provided after the result overestimate the party because
lot of electors are a�ected by herd e�ect and who has already choose the winner
party will be a�ect by the �Con�rmation Bias�. So if you belong to a minority
you may conform to the majority, if you belong to the majority it's more di�cult
for you to change idea/party. Both e�ects are similar to the �Herd e�ect� that
is well know also in Finance [5] [6] , there is also the work [7] that show how in
a common-law system (as the U.S.A.) the decision made by the supreme court
may be in�uenced by the herd e�ect.
On the other hand there is also the opposite e�ect of the Bandwagon e�ect i.e.
the �Underdog e�ect� when the people give emphatic support for those trailing
in polls/results. At last we mention the trend of voting radical party, in order
to manifest dissent against the major parties. There are parties that used to be
a small minority, that have increase their strength in the last years, as we have
experience in Europe in the recent years, where the rise of protest by discontent
and grievances among citizens has been translated in a rapid increase in populist
and radical parties. We have to mention also another phenomenon that may
a�ects polls, i.e. the �Shy Tory Factor� it is the name, given by British opinion
polling companies, to a phenomenon �rst observed in the early 1990s. They
observed that the share of the electoral vote won by the Conservative Party
(also know as 'Tories') was signi�cantly higher than the equivalent share in
opinion polls. The accepted explanation was that a group of 'Tories' voters so-
called "shy Tories" were voting Conservative after telling pollsters they would
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not.
This kind of behavior has also has been seen to the Republican Party in the
United States, in fact the real results GOP are often bigger than the estimation
made by the polls.
During the last years we have been experiencing a very mobility in consensus
among the political party in Italy and in Europe as well, for example in this
graph there is the consensus among the party at the Chamber of Deputy from
1992 to 2013, we can see with clarity that there's an high mobility also between
two contiguous election.

In this graph we have the poll's results (on average) of the Italian political
parties in the range between Feb 2013 and Feb 2018. [8][I.1]
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In the previous tab there are the last polls, made by polling �rm before a month
before the election of March 2018 [8][9], of the Italian coalition between the 9th
and the 15th of February, below in the tab there is the average of their estimation
with the standard deviation, �nally there is the o�cial percentage scored by the
di�erent coalition.
The Poll bias measure the percentage of overestimation (if positive) or under-
estimation (if negative) made by the average of the polls versus the real result.
The poll bias % measure the percentage of mismatch of the polls results. Finally
Avg bias is the average of the absolute value of the poll bias.
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We can see that although the average bias it's not pretty high the di�erence
between the real data and the estimation give a totally di�erent picture of the
situation. The average poll bias it's really close to the max error margin declared
by the data sheet of the polls that is in general ≥ 3% [9].

Another important factor to take in account it is the issue of Fake news, that is
have been perceived as a big issue in the elections of the previous years. Despite
what is perceived, recent studies [10] and [11] have show that the real impact
of fake news is smaller that believed.
In fact according to R. Fletcher et al. [10] : �None of the false news websites
we considered had an average monthly reach of over 3.5% in 2017, with most
reaching less than 1% of the online population in both France and Italy. By
comparison, the most popular news websites in France (Le Figaro) and Italy (La
Repubblica) had an average monthly reach of 22.3% and 50.9%, respectively;�

Some people have suggested that the term �fake news� is so imprecise, so
we shall retire it, also because is often used by politicians and others to attack
news media, this terms also become part of the common slang that helps people
express their frustration with the media environment, because their continuous
experience of coming across many di�erent kinds of misinformation, especially
online [11]. Some of the so call �fake news� are just propaganda, some are just
click-bait titles, some are just political advertising.
As those two studies show the real impact of fake news is smaller than expected,
however in order to study the social behavior it's something that as to be taken
in account.
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The model

An overall overview

The aim of this work is to show how the choose of the people between the
parties evolves in time and how the voting methods and the bias of the polls
may a�ect the �nal result. The model, use NetLogo and represent a small
state or a region divided in 12 counties/provinces (with on average the same
population) where the voters live, they can choose between 7 di�erent parties,
the initial percentage of each party can be selected by the user and also the
abstention percentage as well. There are 3 main party and 4 smaller ones,
during the execution of the program the person (or turtles) may interact with
a given probability with di�erent modes. There is also a small probability to
change position, i.e. change region/province. The model represents only the
persons with the right to vote, so the new persons that may born are already 18
years old, the age of the population is set in order to mimic the real mean value
of the Italian population. During the simulation some turtles will be created
some will die.
The parties percentage are represented in real time in 2 di�erent plot: the �rst
one represent the �rst province of the simulation the second the overall distri-
bution. One important switch is the �Swing� switch that change the behavior
of the system, if is �on� the main party, that we are assuming to be ruling the
small country, will lose popularity in favor of the second one (or the third) as
often happen. If it's turned o� the evolution will have a more predictable and
stable behavior. In any case there is the probability that a �dissident party�
that have a small percentage may have a big jump in consensus, that e�ect is in
order to mime the occurrence of a scandal in one (or more) the big parties, when
they have a sudden drop in popularity. On the other hand a small party may
disappear with a given probability. The ticks represent the time, in particular
the months: 48 or 60 as the mayor part of the elections in countries are held
every 4/5 years. There are two di�erent companies of polls, that periodically
at the same time take a poll of a little sample of the population, as happen
in the reality, some agents will lie during the poll as we experience in reality,
and also the poll in�uence the population. When there is the election day there
are di�erent voting methods that the user may choose: First Past the Post in
two versions, one with 1 elect per constituency, one with 1 elect per half con-
stituency; Proportional where all the party participate at the re-partition of the
seats , if they overtake the threshold; Winner takes all, where the world it's
divided in just 6 counties and the majority party of each constituency elect a
block of 4 representatives, this is to mimic the American presidential elections,
where each state elect representative with a similar method.
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The simulation appearance

Here we can see the left half of the simulation framework, the �rst button �pre-
setup�patches� resets all the inputs and color the �world� of the simulation with
12 di�erent colors, in order to distinguish between the 12 constituency.
The input chooser change the ratio of the colors inside the simulation the user
can choose between: EU_like that is made by the average of the 10 European
countries with most population; IT_2013 were the are the results of the election
of the Lower Chamber in the 2013; IT_2018 were we have the same but with
the results of the 2018; US_2016 where we have the share of the parties in the
last US election (there are also included the smaller minority parties); The last
one is Equiprobability were the parties have the same initial share.
The �Swing?� switch involves some inner features of the agents so it will be
explained later.
When you have choose your input, the setup will create the turtles (in random
positions) with the given ratio.
The second chooser �Method?� allow the user to choose the election method
for selecting the representatives as previously told, the further details will be
discuss in a speci�c paragraph.
The slider �Months� allow the user to choose between 60 months and 48 months
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that are the most common period in the modern democracies to choose new
representatives: i.e. 5 and 4 years. Every tick of the simulation simulate one
month in the reality, that is a reasonable time in order to change opinion about
a party.
The slider Agents_N change the number of agents in the simulation in a range
between 1000 and 10000, this will a�ect the precision (but also the time of
execution) of the simulation.
The Abstention slider will change the number of gray turtles that represent the
�no vote� party.
The threshold can be variate also during the simulation, but a�ects just the
�PROP_24� method, any party below the threshold will no participate to the
seats distribution.
Birth rate and Death rate a�ect the probability of the turtles to born or die, as
we are simulating an electoral system the new-born turtles will have already 18
years old.
The �inspect_one_y� will inspect one turtles with an age between 18 and 25
years old.

One �rst round

This is an example of �PROP_24� with 1000 agents, the two plots show the
parties during time, as we can see every parties is over the threshold so anyone
will have a seat, the elected representatives are the person with bigger dimen-
sion in the world space. The �PROP_24� is constituencies independent, so the
elected turtles are choose randomly according to the �nal ratio of the parties.
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A totally opposite example is show here, where we have a �FPTP_12�, there is
just one representative per constituencies and just one party can win per con-
stituency, so although there is no threshold applied just two or three parties (in
some cases just one) will access the seats distribution so lots of parties will not
have any representation, on the other hand a representative must have a con-
nection with the constituency electorate and the parties will choose competitive
candidates.

A glimpse of back end : turtles properties and parties colors.

Each agent have properties that can be divided in mutually exclusive properties
and non-mutually exclusive properties. Each turtle have a de�ned age and will
age at each tick.

t u r t l e s−own [
l o y a l t y conformism conformism_2 swing swing_2
d i s s i d e n t d i s s ident_2 age network network2
p o l l p o l l 2 neighbor_ change moderate e l e c t e d l i e d ? answer
]

Non mutually exclusive properties: answer, lied?, change, poll, poll2,
network,network2,lied?.
Mutually exclusive properties: loyalty, neighbor_,conformism,
conformism_2,swing,swing_2,dissident,dissident_2,moderate,elected.
In order to make the model stable a relevant percentage of the turtles should not
change their color this is the property of the �loyalty� all the turtles with loyalty
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= 1 will stay with the same color as the beginning. In order to mimic the �herd
e�ect� and the �Bandwagon e�ect� there are 4 di�erent properties: conformism
conformism_2 neighbor_ and moderate. There are di�erent function that will
act on di�erent turtles' properties.
To simulate the tendency of some part of the population to change party for
the small parties there are 2 di�erent properties: dissident and dissident_2.
To simulate the in�uence of social network / media there are two di�erent
properties: network and network_2.
If a turtle have change = 0 shall change during the next tick if change = 1, it
will not change.
Finally to manage two polling �rm the are four properties: poll poll2 answer
lied?. the properties poll and poll2 are just about in which pool of the polling
�rm you will be, it is possible but very rare that a turtle may belong to both
pools.
As we know not all the contact of the polling �rm will answer to the interview
so only the turtles with answer = 1 will give their opinion to the polling �rm,
�nally as we know there is the tendency of a small fraction of the population
to give a false statement about the vote, so there is the lied? properties, at the
setup 97% of the turtles will have lied? = False and 3% lied? = True, this is a
way to imitate the �shy Tories factor� or in general the tendency to give a false
statement.
The majority of the turtles will have loyalty = 1 so they will not change.

The parties have not the same behavior, there are the three top parties that
belong to the establishment that are called �topcolors�, the party with medium
dimension called �middlecolors�, the small parties are called �smallcolors�, and
in order to imitate the protest vote there is also the group �protestcolors� where
there are the two smallest party plus the abstention.

s e t sma l l c o l o r s [ b lack green white ]
s e t m idd l e co l o r s [ red ye l low v i o l e t ]
s e t p r o t e s t c o l o r s [ green white gray ]
s e t t op co l o r s [ b lue red ye l low ]
s e t a l l c o l o r s [ white ye l low red blue v i o l e t green black gray ]

Those group are �xed and will not change during time, some procedure will
determine the top parties or the last party and have peculiar interaction, if a
small party became very big during the simulation will not change group.

Back to the front-end: Interface and output

Here there is the right part of the interface after 15 ticks, we can see also the
output region on the right most part of the interface, in the upper side there are
the party percentage value at the very beginning, then we have the �real data�
that are the percentage value at the moment of the polling it is a snapshot of
the overall situation.
Then we have the results of the two polling �rm, we can see the bias of the
polling results and also their estimation of abstention and their pools dimension
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as well. In this case the total number of agents is 2000. During the simulation
there will be 4 polls one at the �rst quarter one in the middle, one at the third
quarter and the last one one month before the election day.

Here for clarity we have the entire interface just after a complete run, we can
see in the output part the results of each party and the parties share of the seats
according to the election mode selected.
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The go procedure

The �go� procedure called by the go button is the main part of the program
because call all the other procedures.

to go
t i c k
i f t i c k s >= Months [ ; End o f the procedure
i f Method? = "FPTP_12" [ fptp_12_ ] i f Method? = "FPTP_24" [

fptp_24_ ] i f Method? = "PROP_24" [PROP_24] i f Method? = "
WTA_24" [WTA_24] i f Method? = "ALL" [ PROP_24 fptp_24_
WTA_24 expo r t I n t e r f a c e ] stop

]
s e t time t i c k s
i f t i c k s = 1 [ count_col count_col_2 cut_of f ]
i f t i c k s > 1 [
;====in s t r u c t i o n s f o r a l l the t u r t l e s======
ask t u r t l e s [ move born die_ aging ]
;====in s t r u c t i o n f o r the t u r t l e s with change = 0 ========
ask t u r t l e s with [ change = 0 ] [ conforme be_inf luenced convert

networking networking_2 ]
]

i f t i c k s > 10 [
i f t i c k s = 0.25 ∗ Months or t i c k s = 0 .50 ∗ Months or t i c k s =

0 .75 ∗ Months or t i c k s = Months − 1 [ f i x_abs tent i on ]
]
i f t i c k s > 10 and t i c k s > random Months or t i c k s = random

Months [ count_col ]
i f t i c k s > 14 and t i c k s > random Months or t i c k s = random

Months [ count_col_2 ]
i f t i c k s > 10 and t i c k s > random Months and random−f l o a t 1 <

0.33 and r e c r e a t e = 0 [ cut_of f ]
i f t i c k s > 15 + random Months and random−f l o a t 1 < 0.33 and

r e c r e a t e = 1 [ recreate_ ]
i f t i c k s > 10 and t i c k s > 5 + random Months and random−f l o a t 1

< 0.33 [ be_moderate ]
i f random−f l o a t 1 < 0.01 [ f i x_po l l ]
i f t i c k s > 3 and t i c k s > 3 + random Months [ d i s s i d e d i s s i d e 2 ]
i f swing ? and t i c k s > 5 [ ask t u r t l e s with [ change = 0 ] [ swing2

swing_ ] ]
reset_change
graph ; p r i n t the p l o t s ;
=========== POLL TIMER ==============
i f ( t i c k s = Months / 4) or ( t i c k s = Months / 2) or ( t i c k s =

f l o o r (Months ∗ 0 .75 + 0 . 5 ) ) or ( t i c k s = Months − 1 )
[ pol l_ f i x_po l l ]
end

The count_col procedure determine the party that have the majority, count_col_2
determine the �rst two parties.
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All the turtles may move with a given probability, some turtles will born and
some turtles may die as well with a given probability, all the turtles age.
There are some turtles that have the �change� feature set to 1 so they are suppose
to not change, the next cycle �ask � will a�ect just the turtles with change= 0.
The �conforme� procedure will a�ect with a given probability just the turtles
with conformism = 1 or conformism_2 = 1, the �rst group will change their
color in favor of the �rst party as determined by count_col, the second group
will change their color in favor to the second party. This is the simulation of
the �herd e�ect� and �underdog e�ect� as well.
The �be_in�uenced� procedures is all about the neighor_ features, the turtles
with this features will copy the color of one of the other turtles around in a
speci�c radius.
To �convert� will change some voters to non voters, and viceversa.
The two �networking� procedure will act to the two di�erent features, the turtles
that belongs to a network will copy the color of one of the other turtles that are
in the network, after a while they will be more homogeneous in colors.
The �cut_o�� procedures a�ects the small parties voters with a given probabil-
ity, if they have a percentage under the threshold they may change their mind
for one of the parties more moderate.
If a party have been experienced a cut o�, the �recreate_� procedure may be
activate with a given probability, that procedure try to imitate the scandal that
may occur in big parties when there is a sudden drop in popularity and their
voters change the preference for a very small party.
To �be_moderate� is another form of conformism, if a small party became too
strong the voters will migrate to another one.
To �disside� and to �disside2� the �rst one a�ects the turtles with dissident = 1,
they will change for the smallest party; the second one a�ects the turtles with
dissident_2 = 1, they will change for one of the small parties randomly.
If the �swing?� chooser is �on� there is a percentage of turtles with the features
swing = 1 swing_2 = 1 and more turtles with neighbor_ = 1 instead of loyalty
= 1, this is a way to imitate the strong variability of the voting preference among
some countries. But those are just features, the procedure that correspond to
the two �swing� features are swing_ and swing2.
The swing_ procedures act with a given probability on turtles with swing =
1, if they have the color of the �rst party they will change to the second party
color, if they belong to the second party in the ranking they will change for
one of all the other colors (abstention included). If the color of the turtles with
swing_ = 1 is one of the two top parties they will change for one of the color
of the protest party.
The swing2 procedures act on turtles with swing2 = 1, if they have the color of
the �rst party they will change for the second party, if they have the color of one
of the two top party they will change for the color of one of the middlecolors.
The procedure cut_o� and recreate are very powerful and they will act with or
without swing, and they have in general an important in�uence in the trends of
the small parties.
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Reset_change procedure act on random turtles and modify the change features,
if change = 1 will became 0 if is already 0 stay 0, without reset_change the
model will became stationary because when all the turtles have change = 1 they
will not change anymore.
The polling features will be discuss in a speci�c sub-paragraph.
Here we have two example of swing? �o�� and two example of swing? �on� in
all 4 example the Number of agents is 2000.
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Swing? o� examples
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Swing? on examples

Where we can see the clear di�erence between the two behaviors, however some-
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times ( especially when the number of agents is low <3000) also with swing? =
�o�� they may be swing e�ects.

Polling Simulation

The polls are called by the procedure �poll_� �rst of all there will be �the real
data� that is a mere snapshot of the percentage of the voters for each party.
Both pools of the two poll �rms are determined at the setup: 5% of the turtles
will have poll = 1 and 4.75 % will have poll2 = 1, the 80 % of the turtles will
have answer =1 so they will answer to the poll, the 97 % of the turtles have
lied? false so they will tell the true about the color.
In order to simulate the in�uence that the polls have to the population and the
bias, there is an escamotage: just before taking the poll all the turtles with lied?
= true will change their color with one of allcolors (that are around the 3%).
In this way we obtain three results: we mimic the tendency to lie (for statistical
reason the bigger the party the bigger the number of liars) and we imitate as
well the tendency to be in�uenced by the poll results, �nally it is a randomize
function.
All the liars will also have change = 0, so they are a source of further pertur-
bation of the status quo.
The real polling �rm change their contacts in a continuous way, in the simulation
after every poll there is a % of turtles that will change their feature from poll
= 1 to poll = 0.
The �x_poll procedures will increase the contacts of the two polling �rms if
their contact are < 5% of the entire population.

to f i x_po l l
s e t p l l count t u r t l e s with [ p o l l = 1 ]
i f p l l < Agents_N ∗ 0 .05 [ ask n−o f c e i l i n g (0 . 011 ∗ Agents_N)

t u r t l e s with [ p o l l = 0 ] [ s e t p o l l 1 ] ]
s e t p l l 2 count t u r t l e s with [ p o l l 2 = 1 ]
i f p l l 2 < Agents_N ∗ 0 .05 [ ask n−o f c e i l i n g (0 . 01 ∗ Agents_N)

t u r t l e s with [ p o l l 2 = 0 ] [ s e t p o l l 2 1 ] ]
end

The combination of the decrease of the pool and �x_poll modify the composition
of the pool of the polling �rm, while the total number remain close to the 5 %.

Election Methods Analysis

In First Past the Post the party who receive the most votes wins, and is used
in electoral systems with single-member electoral divisions, this is the case of
FPTP12 where each constituency have a clear border and each constituency
elect just one representative, the program just calculate the most voted party
of each constituency and select one turtles with that color ,change the size and
set elected? = 1 ( in this model there is no di�erence between candidates and
voters.
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In FPTP24 the system is the same, the only di�erence is that the constituency
are divided in an half so they became 24 as the elected representatives.
The e�ects of a system based on �rst past the post is that the larger parties,
and parties with geographically concentrated support, gain a disproportionately
large share of seats, while smaller parties with more evenly distributed support
are left with a disproportionately small share or even nothing.
As an example those are the results of the 2015 UK General election.[I.2]

We can see the disproportion: the two major party have a over representation,
the Scottish national party on the other hand is small but is very strong locally
so the result of this is an over representation. All the other small and medium
parties have a small representation.
In winner takes all (WTA) the world of the simulation is divided in 6 region and
the party who have the majority in that region will elect a block of 4 candidates,
this is similar on what happen during presidential election in USA where this
system is applied in 48 states out of 50, the party that have the majority in
that state will win the entire block, so a president may win the election also if
he lost the popular vote.
That methods produce a total misrepresentation of the party often there are
just 2 parties that elect representatives or just one. This is also caused by the
fact that although there are local di�erences that model is quite uniform in the
distribution of the turtles.
The �PROP24� is a pure proportional with a threshold the program count all
the turtles in the whole world without looking at the constituencies, in order to
determine the distribution we have used the Hare methods or largest remainder
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method. that is showed in the image below. The Hare quotient (or quota) is just
Votes / Seats. The automatic seats are just the �oor of the quotient between
votes for the party and Hare quota, then all the others remaining seats are given
to the parties that have the bigger remainder.

The implementation of this method is available in the code of the simulation.
Here there is an example of all the methods seen before applied to the same
case.
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FPTP 12 FPTP 24
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WTA 24 PROP 24
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The experiment plan and results

Scale

One of the most important parameter of the simulation is the Number of Agents,
a small number of agents can provoke more statistical �uctuation and his of
course computation lighter.
Here we have 2 example of di�erent settings with the number of agents �xed to
1000 and months = 48.
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Here we have 1 example with the number of agents = 4000 and months = 48.

Finally we have 2 example of di�erent settings with the number of agents �xed
to the maximum values (10000 agents ) and months = 60 the �rst one have
Swing? = o� the second one have Swing? = on.
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The more the agents the smoother the curve, but we can see that too much
agents does not help to visualize because lots of the turtles overlap each other,
and also the elected are not easy to visualize.
We can see in general that the �nal result of the electoral trends are quite similar
to real ones ( see also the image I.1) The swing? = on cases show a big mobility
in the electoral preference as many of European countries have experienced in
the last years (e.g. Italy). We can see that the leading party loose popularity
during time as the large majority of the ruling party have experienced in history.
In the last of these example we can see that the 2th party at the beginning i.e.
the blue party will completely change the result, and that the leading red loose
a lot of his strenght and became really close to the medium-small parties.
One issue of this model is that assume that the �rst party is always a leading
one, but in reality usually the party have to seek alliances with other parties in
order to have a stable govern. So the mimic of the swing phenomenon is well
represented, and the dissident party as well, but this model tend to concentrate
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just to the head to head rally between the two main parties, that is not always
true in general.

The election method chooser

The di�erent election methods have been already discussed before, here we
shows so results of the simulation and also some consideration about the seats
of this simulated parliament.
Here we have an example of how a di�erent selection method can completely
change the �nal results using the mode �ALL� the program will produce the
visual output of FPTP24 PROP24 ,WTA24 and also the output data in txt
format.

.
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Here we have the �nal part of the data output:

We can see that as expected, winner takes all and �rst past the post system
provoke a total distortion and misrepresentation of the parties, especially WTA
that in this particular case lead to a just 1 party parliament (that is totally
undemocratic).
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==== Party o v e r a l l at e l e c t i o n day ==
blue party 31 .94
red party 15 .68
ye l low party 18 .42
v i o l e t party 10 .79
black party 10 .07
green party 7 .77
white party 5 .32
==== Abstention 29 .87 ============
====Resu l t s p ropo r t i ona l 24 =======
blue party : 8 par l iament %: 33 .33
red party : 4 par l iament %: 16 .67
ye l low party : 4 par l iament %: 16 .67
v i o l e t party : 3 par l iament %: 12 .5
black party : 2 par l iament %: 8 .33
green party : 2 par l iament %: 8 .33
white party : 1 par l iament %: 4 .17
== Resu l t s f i r s t past the post 24 ==
blue party : 20 par l iament %: 83 .33
red party : 1 par l iament %: 4 .17
ye l low party : 1 par l iament %: 4 .17
v i o l e t party : 1 par l iament %: 4 .17
black party : 1 par l iament %: 4 .17
green party : 0 par l iament %: 0
white party : 0 par l iament %: 0
===== Winner Takes a l l 24 =======
blue party : 24 par l iament %: 100
red party : 0 par l iament %: 0
ye l low party : 0 par l iament %: 0
v i o l e t party : 0 par l iament %: 0
black party : 0 par l iament %: 0
green party : 0 par l iament %: 0
white party : 0 par l iament %: 0
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On the other hand this kind of proportional (where the constituency are merely
graphics), represent well the right proportion of the parties as the data clear
show, but the representatives are not constituencies-related, in fact in order to
emphasize that, the elected turtles are scattered around the world. So we have
some zones of the map that are over-represented, some are totally unrepresented
as we can see in the map output.
In medio stat virtus, probably in order to maintain a link to the counties is good
to take in account the constituencies. A way to do that is consider group of
constituencies and than use the proportional distribution of seats, so overall the
distortion of the popular vote will be tiny, but we save the local representative.

Another issue that may deform the proportional is the threshold, if too big will
cut too many parties (not so small) if too high can lead to an excessive fragmen-
tation of a parliament, here we show an example of the �rst case mentioned.

==== Party o v e r a l l at e l e c t i o n day ======
blue party 18 .98
red party 35 .42
ye l low party 19 .56
v i o l e t party 5 .05
black party 3 .25
green party 12 .36
white party 5 .38
=== Abstention 9 .75 ======
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====nResults p ropo r t i ona l 24 ========
blue party : 5 par l iament %: 20 .83
red party : 10 par l iament %: 41 .67
ye l low party : 6 par l iament %: 25
v i o l e t party : 0 par l iament %: 0
black party : 0 par l iament %: 0
green party : 3 par l iament %: 12 .5
white party : 0 par l iament %: 0

In this case we have a threshold of 9.5% that cut completely too many small
parties, in this case a pure proportional became de facto a majoritarian system.
The more small parties there are in this con�guration the bigger the normaliza-
tion of all the others.

Polling Analysis

Finally the analysis of the two polling �rms and the polling bias, during the
simulation it will be held 4 di�erent polls by two polling �rm, and for comparison
also a �perfect poll2 that is actual the real data,in order to do a comparison with
the reality, there is a very basic r implementation in the program that estimate
the poll bias.
The poll bias estimation is made in a very simpli�ed way, for each poll the
program calculate the average result (per parties) between poll1 and poll2, then
takes the absolute value of the di�erence between the polling �rm estimation
and the reality, and then take the average for all the parties this is call poll Bias.
The �nal result is the poll average bias that is the mean of the four poll Bias
calculated along the simulation.
This is a output print of the program for the sake of clarity. [5000 agents]

Party o v e r a l l at time = 1
blue party 37 .4 red party 22 .8 ye l low party 34 .27 v i o l e t party 3 .53

black party 1 .2 green party 0 .47 white party 0 .33
Abstention 70
=== Real data ===
blue party 24 .32 red party 28 .91 ye l low party 18 .25 v i o l e t party 6 .52

black party 1 .81 green party 10 .88 white party 9 .3
Abstention 64 .83
==== Poll_1 ===
blue party 35 .06 red party 18 .18 ye l low party 14 .29 v i o l e t party

11 .69 black party 6 .49 green party 6 .49 white party 7 .79
Abstention 60 .91 poll_1 contac t s 197

=== Poll_2 ===
blue party 33 .85 red party 23 .08 ye l low party 13 .85 v i o l e t party 6 .15

black party 6 .15 green party 3 .08 white party 13 .85
Abstention 65 .97 poll_2 contac t s 191
| BIAS | 5 .31

=== Real data ===
blue party 20 .77 red party 30 .79 ye l low party 15 .03 v i o l e t party 7 .46

black party 2 .9 green party 11 .78 white party 11 .27
Abstention 65 .09

==== Poll_1 ===
blue party 22 .86 red party 22 .86 ye l low party 17 .14 v i o l e t party 5 .71

black party 12 .86 green party 10 white party 8 .57
Abstention 65 .69 poll_1 contac t s 204
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=== Poll_2 ===
blue party 22 .86 red party 22 .86 ye l low party 15 .71 v i o l e t party

11 .43 black party 0 green party 15 .71 white party 11 .43
Abstention 65 .17 poll_2 contac t s 201
| BIAS | 2 .63

=== Real data ===
blue party 11 .5 red party 42 .39 ye l low party 12 .8 v i o l e t party 6 .65

black party 5 .64 green party 9 .75 white party 11 .27
Abstention 64 .71
==== Poll_1 ===
blue party 15 .79 red party 38 .16 ye l low party 10 .53 v i o l e t party

9 .21 black party 2 .63 green party 14 .47 white party 9 .21
Abstention 65 .3

poll_1 contac t s 219
=== Poll_2 ===
blue party 8 .7 red party 37 .68 ye l low party 17 .39 v i o l e t party 8 .7

black party 5 .8 green party 7 .25 white party 14 .49
Abstention 66 .5 pol l_2 contac t s 206
| BIAS | 1 .68

=== Real data ===
blue party 10 .02 red party 47 .12 ye l low party 13 .88 v i o l e t party

7 .83 black party 4 .98 green party 6 .6 white party 9 .57
Abstention 64 .49
==== Poll_1 ===
blue party 15 .19 red party 35 .44 ye l low party 20 .25 v i o l e t party

7 .59 black party 0 green party 2 .53 white party 18 .99
Abstention 66 .24 poll_1 contac t s 234
=== Poll_2 ===
blue party 6 .1 red party 46 .34 ye l low party 15 .85 v i o l e t party 3 .66

black party 8 .54 green party 8 .54 white party 10 .98
Abstention 62 .04 poll_2 contac t s 216
| BIAS | 2 .92

Party o v e r a l l at e l e c t i o n day
blue party 10 .06 red party 46 .9 ye l low party 13 .92 v i o l e t party

7 .83 black party 5 .03 green party 6 .6 white party 9 .67
Abstention 64 .45

POLL BIAS AVERAGE = 3.13

Here there is just the �nal result of another complete run [4000 agents Absten-
tion ∼ 10 % ] Poll Bias Average = 1.18
The poll bias average is express in a % the model show that is strong correlated
to the abstention % and this make sense, because the more the abstention the
less the population of the polls, so the stochastic noise will became much greater.
Here we have a small tab to compare other results from other run:

Agents Abstent ion %(T=0) Po l l Bias Avg
1000 5 1 .67
1000 20 3 .75
1000 70 3 .2

5000 5 0 .98
5000 20 0 .93
5000 70 1 .28

10000 5 0 .83
10000 20 0 .48
10000 70 1 .8
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Conclusions

This model appear to be quite realistic in simulating the parties of a small state,
but of course can not be used as a prediction model, in order to improve this
model it may be interesting to set in a more scienti�c and data based way the
inner parameter that govern the simulation.
The model show in a concise and e�ective way some kind of ways to select
representatives in a small state, and show the side e�ects of some choose instead
of others.
The simulation try to imitate how the real polling �rm may be wrong, and try
to introduce a way to simulate the bias that usually occur. The polling �rm
of the simulation are way more accurate than the real ones, this is because in
reality there are several bias that modify the outcome, some issues have been
already mentioned before. Other issues that change the outcome of the real
polls is that in general the number of people that answer to the polling �rm
are way less than 80 % and the % of lies are way bigger than 3 %, this second
issue can not be determined so is a free parameter of the system (maybe some
psychological studies may help to �nd a more precise parameter).
But in the real world the main issue is the dimension of the pool, the Italian
polling �rm mentioned before use a pool of elector that answer the poll around
1000 people, while the number of the electorate is around 40 million people, in
this simulation the polling �rm have as contacts 4-5% of the entire population,
that is way too optimistic.

We conclude with a quote attributed to the famous statistician George Box:

�All Models Are Wrong, Some Are Useful�
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